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Procurement process

Lack of innovation

Ever rising costs
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Is there a

better
way?



If you are an architect…
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If you are an engineer…
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If you are a contractor…



DESPITE INVESTMENT, 
PRODUCTIVITY 
CONTINUES TO DECLINE 
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Construction + Non-Farm Labour
Productivity Index

Constant $ of contracts / work-hours of hourly workers

CONSTRUCTION 

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX
(1964 = 100%)

Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

NON-FARM

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX
(1964 = 100%)
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Construction Productivity
GVA per hour worked PPP $

Source: EUKLEMS; Associated General Contractors of America; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics



Solow Residual

Productivity improvements 
in industry traced back to 
investment in infrastructure 
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13%

87% The Solow residual
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The only way to achieve 

higher productivity gains is 

to change the way you 

do what you do; 

process improvement, 

technical changes and 

new means of interaction.

- Robert Solow
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Typical Construction Project Flow

“We could add more value if we were brought in earlier in the 
process”

REAL ESTATE 

BROKER

GENERAL 

CONTRACTOR

SUB 

CONTRACTORS

ARCHITECTS/

DESIGNERS

FURNITURE 

PROJECT 

MANAGER



Experts suggest 40% waste
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40% Money spent 
as

 Time

 Repeat cycles

 Redo work

 Defects

 Overproduction

 Transportation

 Inventory

 Processing



Why so unproductive?

MISALIGNMENT OF GOALS:
Parties are not aligned to deliver the best project at the lowest 
possible cost.

LACK OF PROPER INCENTIVE: 
There is no proper incentive for the subcontractors, the GC, the 
architect or engineer to suggest a better way even if it was obvious. 

TRANSACTION COSTS: 
Increase in change orders make up for the low bids increases the 
total project cost.
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Driving Change
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Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)

A defined process and contractual methodology for 

teams and clients to achieve better results through:

 improved collaboration

 enhanced trust

 shared accountability

 transparency
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Source: Equinox Development Inc. Presentation to TD – IPD the “equinox” way April 2011
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IPD Model

Project

 Management

Owner

RE

Brokerage

Architect

 Designer

General

Contractor
Sub-Contractors

Engineers
Sub-Contractors

Furniture

IPD Contract Participants

Sub-Contractors

IPD team with shared 

risk/reward 

commitment

Team develops 

baseline cost and 

standards and works 

within

Move from command 

and control to team 

based management

Program Manager
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It all starts with a Team

 Trust

 Define desired outcomes of project

 Set target price

 Set social norms

 Agree to be transparent



Shared

Savings

Majority of Profit is protected, NOT 
tied to cost of the project

 This key difference drives different behaviours

 Suggesting ways to save money will not lower their profit

 Profit only at risk if target cost (which they helped determine) is 
not met
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COSTPROFIT



Teamwork pays: Profit bonus pool
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TD Results – Proof Points
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Nominal 

improvement 

in cost

Even 

better 

results

20%

30%

against a proven 

base line

Completed 

slightly under 

budget, and

7 weeks 
ahead of 

schedule

Time

reduction 
in cost

reduction 
in time



Create value through cooperation, not 
competition
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Value =

Quality

Price



Create value through cooperation, not 
competition
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Value =

Quality

Price



Create value through cooperation, not 
competition
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Value =

Quality

Price



Create value through cooperation, not 
competition
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Value =

Quality

Price

?

 Poor quality

 Less qualified workers

 More change-order work = total price goes up



Rewrite the equation by separating 
Profit from Cost
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Value =

Quality

Price

Profit + Cost



Quality is defined by Team
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Value =

Quality

Price

Profit + Cost



Profit is protected, incentive to lower cost
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Value =

Quality

Price

Profit + Cost

Shared

SavingsCOSTPROFIT



- John Nash, Nobel Prize Winner
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Achieving equilibrium 
among the parties by 
committing to a 
win-win strategy 
through 
collaboration, 
flexibility and 
foresight can grow 
the organizations 
businesses



TRUST

TRANSPARENCY

COLLABORATION
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“Led by procurement, many of 

these companies will take the 

next level and enable new 

processes that drive more 

collaborative, intelligent and 

transparent ways of operating.”
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- 2016 Supply Chain Trends
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THANK YOU


